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About Marketing 360®

Marketing 360® Law Firm Software
53% Increase in Conversions

marketing360.com

- Headquartered in Fort Collins, CO
- Founded in 2009 & became a
Google Premier Partner in 2015
- Marketing software/service company that
has developed the #1 Marketing Platform®
for Law Firms.

About Law Firm

LOCAL

LAW FIRM
I've had sites and on-line marketing strategies with numerous firms,
including FindLaw, Attorneys Online, Justia, and others. I've learned a
lot from these other companies. But based on my experiences,
Marketing 360® has far exceeded my expectations.
- Jeffrey C., Owner & Attorney at Law

Game Plan: 180 Day Comparison
Decreased Overall Cost Per Click, Increased Conversions

Tax Law Firm
Civil, criminal tax attorney, CPA and former
IRS auditor that is specialized with a Master
of Law degree in taxation. Licensed to
practice before the U.S. Tax Court, located in
IL, but he represents clients in the United
States and its territories.

Over time we optimized which keywords were driving conversions and
isolated the campaign down to those elements. By tightening our
keyword focus we were able to decrease the cost per click considerable
given the competitiveness of the CPCs in this industry. This reduction
has allowed us to scale the practice and acquire more customers.

"Amanda and her team have delivered me more clients and better cases,
consistently now all year. I have found a great services provider here."
Jeffrey C., Owner & Attorney at Law

Goals

Increase Conversions

Top Placement Ads® is converting at 9.68% with 98% impression share,
up over 19% the pasts 180 days. In addition to a new law firm website
design the on-line traffic is converting site wide at 8.73% with over 38
keywords ranking; generating over 13,000 searches.

Results & Metrics:
Overall conversion rate is up comparably,
Top Placement Ads® and Natural Listing Ads®
are converting at almost 10%. The new
design is converting at 8.73%. The
combination of new design and tailored
campaigns has had a significant impact on
this law firm.

Top Placement Ads®
Conversion Rate

UXi® Law Firm Website
Conversion Rate

Natural Listing Ads®
Increase in Traffic

9.68%

8.73%

378.13%

Why It Worked
Better Converting Site
"We were able to decrease the cost per click
considerably given the competitiveness of
the CPCs in the industry."

Marketing 360®
Amanda T., Marketing Executive

Key Product Drivers
UXi®, Top Placement Ads® , Natural Listing Ads®
Online Marketing Strategy
The overall marketing strategy was focused on developing a new site
that converted better and was mobile responsive. Utilizing our suite of
software products across Marketing 360®, we have seen strong growth
with our TPA® and NLA® campaigns. Overall traffic is converting at
almost 9% with an increase of traffic at 58% comparably.

Law Firm Software/Service
"Jeffrey is a great partner and understands
that our Marketing 360® software for law
firms is a key driver in growing his practice."

"This relationship with Marketing360 is really working out. Amanda has been the
very best of web marketing managers I have ever experienced."

Jeffrey C., Owner & Attorney at Law

Marketing 360®
Jerry K., Chief Marketing Officer

Customer Insights
"It's obvious that Amanda truly cares about
her work AND her clients. She has personally
followed through on my unique requests,
including building an all-Spanish site."

Conclusion
Analysis time period : 180 Days (3/19/2016 - 9/14/2016)
This law firm needed better technology to grow their practice and
better insights into what marketing channels are most effective.
Analysis in Marketing 360® tracks the comparison of the last 180 days
and shows the cost per visitor is down by 37%, conversion rate is up by
53%, with a decreased cost per visitor overall. Analyzing the organic
traffic we have 38 keywords ranking, generating over 13,000 searches.
Organic traffic is converting at 9.8% and up over 378%.

Jeffrey C., Owner & Attorney at Law
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